
TURN A LITTLE 
GREETING 
INTO A 
HEARTWARMING 
WELCOME

Turn a Great Choice into 
Something Just Right for You

Suite is available in various behind-the-ear (BTE) hearing 
aid models with numerous color options. Its smart and 
inconspicuous design makes the small device virtually 
invisible. Approach life with confidence and the satisfaction 
of complete reliability in your hearing aid.

For a First Class 
Hearing Experience

SUITE 
HEARING AIDS

BTE Top Shell Colors

BTE Models

Pico Rite Nano Power

sand  
beige

SABE

metallic 
silver

MSIL

antique 
bronze

ANBR

metallic  
anthracite

MAC

For over twenty five years, our professional associates  
at Audina® Hearing Instruments, Inc. have designed and  
produced state-of-the-art hearing instruments to improve  
the lives of hearing loss patients.

• Privately owned American company and industry leader
• Comprehensive product line to accomodate all hearing loss needs
• Internationally recognized – exporting to over 45 countries

Visit www.audina.net for more information about 
hearing and hearing loss.



Turn Challenging Situations 
into Personal Triumphs 

Suite Pico RITE is such a small but powerful device. 
With state-of-the-art technology, it has the potential 
to make a big difference to your life.

Would you benefit from technology that helps you 
understand conversations more easily?   
ChannelFree™ signal processing technology enhances 
speech understanding while providing optimal comfort  
in listening situations. 

Would you benefit from a tiny device that helps you 
locate important sounds such as speech in busy 
places? With a set of different directionality features,  
Suite Pico RITE supports 360° sound detection.

Would you benefit from a hearing aid that helps you 
specifically in noisy environments? Various noise 
reduction features will detect the noise sources and 
cleverly reduce them so you can feel less disturbed and 
more relaxed again. 

Would you benefit from having your hearing aids 
connected to your mobile phone and other sound 
sources? Suite Pico RITE can wirelessly connect to  
multiple devices via Audina’s SoundGate. Sound from your 
music player, mobile phone, or an inductive loop system (in 
theaters, places of worship, etc.) can be streamed directly 
to your hearing aid. The slim-line RC-N remote control or 
the SoundGate App can also be an ideal companion to your 
hearing aids.

Turn Your Priorities into 
Reality

Do you wish to hear and understand with confidence even 
in tough hearing environments? We at Audina do our best 
to satisfy your wishes and deliver even more than you 
expect.

Suite is Audina’s most sophisticated hearing aid family 
featuring the Audio Efficiency™ core technology. No matter 
which environment you are in, Audio Efficiency™  
technology orchestrates the right set of features and 
accessories for you.

Speech
Audio Efficiency™ provides premium sound 
quality and speech understanding in demanding 
listening environments.

Individualization
Audio Efficiency™ offers various listening 
programs and connectivity accessories 
supporting your individual lifestyle.

Comfort
Audio Efficiency™ incorporates an advanced 
set of features to create a comfortable and 
less tiring hearing experience.

Turn Challenging Situations 
into Success Stories

For even greater success in challenging listening situations, 
Audina offers various connectivity accessories. 

SoundGate 3 gives you the freedom to 
listen with your hearing aids to a number 
of wired and wireless audio sources. It is 
designed to be discreet, comfortable to 
handle, and easy to use.

SoundGate Mic is a small microphone 
that can be worn by the person you 
are speaking with. Coupled with the 
SoundGate 3, the speech signal is 
transferred directly to your hearing aids.

The RC-N remote control makes changing 
volume or program settings easy,  
particularly if you find it difficult to do on 
the hearing aid itself.

Read our SoundGate brochure to learn more about the 
different options for being connected with Audina devices. 
You can also ask your hearing care professional or visit the 
Audina website for further information. 


